in a article on Nov 2017 The UK Treasury said it had taken the decision to "protect" consumers, no more energy subsidies money for wind projects before 2025, (HIGH COST of electric Bills), because households and businesses were facing an annual cost of about 9bn on their energy bills to pay for wind, solar and nuclear subsidies to which it had already committed. Wednesday, officials said: "On the basis of the current forecast, there will be no new low-carbon electricity levies until 2025." Finally the UK government seem to be turning their back on Environmentalist activist and Billionaire Windfarm owners. decision to freeze rather than increase the tax meant the UK's is starting to listen to the people. Now is the time for America leaders to step up and help the Poor, middle class and seniors and stop this wind subsides.

Now is the time for America to stop this non since that is hurting the poor, middle class, and Seniors, we do not need Higher Electric Bills. And we can not afford giving credits to Billionaires...repeal or stop Carbon Tax/Cap and Trade, Quota/Renewable Portfolio Standard. Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)/ Green Certificates. Production Tax Credit (PTC), Investment Tax Credit (ITC)